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        This' paper dea!s with an analytic means of the characteristics ofa three-phase .
     induction motor wh'ose primary voltage is controlled by an inverse parallel connected

    ･ pair of thyristors in series with one of the stator windings. On this control, waveforms

     of the primary phase voltage of the motor are different from each other. As a result of.

     thnebaYannbcaeldaFfe Of PriMary voltage the currents flowing in the stator windings become

        Therefore, analysis of the characteristies of the motor is carried out through the

     Fourier analysis of the primary voltage and the symmetorical co-ordinates method. This

     method follows fairly simpler resu!ts than ones given in the other papers. The andlYtical

     results agree well with experimental ones and are accurate enough for practical usage.

                                      t t ttt .
                                  1. Introduction

    Unbalanced primary voltage control of a three-phase induction motor by thyristors

is one of the speed control .methods which is taken by varying the positive-phase-

sequence component of primary voltage. By delaying the firing angle,of thyristors

connected in series with one or two of the stator windings, the currents on each

phase become unbalanced and the positive-phase-sequence coniponent of the motor

supply voltage is equivalently decr,eased. . , ' - '
                                                                                '
    It is legitimate to analyze the transient or steady-state characteristics of the motor

on this control by using differential equations on each period, which is set up froin

the motor operational conditions and the firing angle of thyristors, and by connecting

the boundary conditions of these equations.i'2'3,`) But this method is rather complicated

one for the purpose of derivlng only the steady-state characteristics)

    Therefore, this paper deals with the relatively simple method to obtain the approxi-

mate steady-state characteristics of the motor whose primary voltage is controlled

by an inverse parallel pair of thyristor in series with one of the stator windings. In

this method, the Fourie.r analysis and the symmetorical co-ordinate method are applieq,

a4d the motor characteristics are obtained by assuming that the rnotor is diiven under

unbalanced sinusoidal voltage source. '

    Waveforms of the primary voltage, to which the Fourier analysis is applied, are

decided by the firin'g angle and the conduction,angle of thyristors inserted in the

main circuit. The firing angle can be chosen arbitrarily from the control circuit, but
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the conduction angle depends on the firing angle, the equivalent circuit.constants,

speed and eounter e. m. f. which appears in the primary voitage during the cut-off

period of the thyristor pair. ･
    The results obtained by this analysis agree well with experimental ones and are

applicable for practical usage.

                              [
                                  2.' Amalysis

    The main circuit of a three-phase induction motor whose primary voltage is con-

                                                          .trolled by a thyristor pair is shown in Fig. 1.

                                        Stator Rotor '

                 7L a vb
                                   ia

                                                 'Vb

                 V;v b                             ･c                            lc
                                        va

                            ib
                  Fig. 1. Main circuit of unbalanced voltage control of

                         three phase induction motor.

                                                                           '
    The characteristics of the induction motor excited by the unbalanced three-phase

voltage are obtained through the symmetor{cal co-ordinates method, 'where the zero-

phase-sequence component of the voltage does not influence the motor characteristics,

because the neutral of the stator windings is not connected to the source.

2.1 PrimarY Voltage Waveforms
    Typical waveforms of the line-to-neutral voltage of the motor are shown in Figs.

2 and 3. Fig.2 is of theoretical waveforms, and Fig.3is of oscillograrns corresponding

to Fig. 2. In these figures the slip s is 4 percent and the firing angle is 90 degrees.

   .As shown in these figures the primary 'voltage waveforms differ with each wind-

ing. The distortion of waveforms is caused by the displacement of the electrical

rreutral' point of stator windings during the interval when the thyristor･ pair is cut-off.

The displacement of the neutral is influenced by the counter e. m. f. induced by the

rotor current. However, it is ngt easy to determine the counter e. m. f. quaqtitatively

when the motor has any cut-off operation periods during one half cycle of the source

voltage as on this controL .                                                          '    In the 'case that a three-phase induction motor is excited by balanced sinusoidal

voltage, the counter e. m. f. is also balanced, and will be expressed as the terminal

voltage of the equivalent resister l-Sr2' in the equivalent circuit per phase of the

                                 s
        dmotor. Assuming that the counter e. m. f. on the balanced control is applicable on

          '

                                                              '                                     '
       '
                                                                '
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where
    .    V:

    rb xl: stator

    r6, x5: rotor

    .    Yo: ''
    s: motor speed
             .    Defining Ve as

the vector diagram

Phase(c> O

  .

Fig. 3.

.

Vq is expressed as

Ocsillograms of stator

voltage waveform.

          (r6+J's¢6) +s (ri+J'¢i) + (ri+j'xi). (r2'+7'x6) V, (1)

line-to-neutral voltage of the'source

         resistance and leakage reactance per phase

         resistance and leakage reactance per phase refered to statQr

magnetizmg admittance per phase, (=g"-1'bo) '

           in slip.

           above, the neutral position of stator windings is determined on

           with the slip s as a variable. Then the vector diagram of primary

Eq. (!).
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              Fig. 4.

voltage during the cut-off interval

 ' And the three-phase input

Vc are formulized as follows,

           V'a == Va

           l>', = V"ii-I7e-j}n+.L '

           .2-2
           't7, ==V'5-Vejir+-L '

                22
where
   V : line-to-neutral voltage of

   tig: counter e. m. f. for the

   During the on interval of the
line-to-neutral voltages tiu, Vv

2.2 Analysis of Primary

   As shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

slip s are similar to sinwaves.

acteristics of the motor it is

voltage is carried out' only for the

   Now terming the line

corresponding with va, vb and vc

           vai=i.VVAii+Bki

where

          Aa1'=

           Bai=:2[sin(2a+P)sinP

              '                          '                  -iBai ･           0a1 =tan
                 , Aai

                 '
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of stator volage.

                                '
a thyristor pair is described as Fig. 4.

                                 --           voltages of the motor Va, Vb and

            veelt1 (2)
           V,e,r 1

              phase U

              stator winding a.

                            --- .               thyristor pair, Va, Vb`and Vc are indentical with
             and 17w respectively.

        Voltage Waveforms '
             the distorted waveforms of primary voltage for small

             Therefore, in order to obtain the approximate char-

             suficient that the Fourier analysis for the primary

               line frequency component. '
                                       '        frequency components of primary voltages vai, vbi and vc･i
                                                        '
               respectively, they are expressed as follows,

            sin(wt+e.i) ' (3)
                       '                                                 '

2[P-cos(2a+P)sinP+K{cos(2a+P-ga)sinP+(n-P)cosgg}]

               -K{sin(2a+P-g,)sin P -- (n-B) sin gq }]

                                                  '                                                 '

.
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firing angle o'f thyristors ,. , '
 ltconduction angle of thyristors ,

peak value of line-to-neutral voltage

ratio of peak value of Vu to V

      - (1-s)rS '

induction

   -tt

             , (r6+1's¢S)+s(ri+7'¢i)+(ri+7'xi)(r6+7'xE)Yo

     : phase difference of V and Va
                                      '                                                   '
          ip,-tan-i{{(.2',X.,')).'i,O((.SiiEX-E',.¢,tsr,,6))ibb,O((,r.i,ri,,M,-S.Xi.¢,tS))}

            '          Vb i == tTV VA7 , + B7 , sin (cat +eb i - -g-T)

where

          A,,==-ll-(3'x+p)+cos(2a+p--g-T)" ' ' , . -

                                                       '                 tt t             +K{(.rr-p)cos(-g-z+epq)-cos(2a+P-g-z-g,)sinP} '

                                            /t                       tt t/ tt t t                                    '          Bbi=2!{i-3 (T-P)-sin(2a+P-{}z) ,, ･･, ', ' ･ .. '/., .,,..,/.

             -K{(T-P)sin(-IYT+gq)-sin(2ct+P-gz-ga)sinP} ',. . -.:..

                        tt                                           t .t t tt t- . tt .tt. lttt tlt ltl                 -IBbl ･          ebl="tan Abl･ .･' / ･i , ･ ･ .-･' -i.'･T･1"
 '
                1

                    '      ''' vei =t.VVA7i+Bgisin(tut+eei+-Z-z) '' ' ' '''' i"('7)

                                                           '
             '         .Aei==-li(3n+P)+cos(2a+p+-g-z)sinp,, . .. ' , .,-

             +K{(x-P)cos(-lirz-ga)-cos(2a+P+gre-gg)sinP} , . ･ . .･

          Bei=Yilt(rc-B)-sin(2a+B+-Z-7t)sinP '' ' '' ''' '"'

             -K{(z-P)sin(-g-x-p,)+sin(2a+P+-g-z-gg)sinP} ,

          eci=-tan"i2:,il ' ' '"' ･･,,

   During the cut-off interval of the thyristor pair, cltphase current does not flow,

but the counter e. m. f. appears in a-phase stator winding. Therefore, the a-phase

voltage during the period a+P-n<prewtSa in'Fig.･2 should he excepted from the

analysis. Then Aai and Bai are reduced as follows, .
                                                   '          Aat==2{P-cos(2a+P)sinP} ･, ･' ' .
          Bai==2sin(2a+P)sinP . ,.. .. ,.
                                            '
2.3 Calculation ef conduedon angle

    The analytical method of state variable is legitimate on the･calculation of conduc-
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tion angle of

practice. Then

circuit shown
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 thyristor in Fig. 1, but it ･is so complicated

 in this article how to calculate the conduction

in Fig. 5 is described.

Vbin(cat-f-cD 'N-t

Re

Le

and not applicative

angle according to

i2

Vksin(tot+am9t)

 in

the

       . R=h+r'2, L=lg(qi+x'2), Re=71#'i;?, L=iJ17=ilelijrZ:l. '

              Fig. 5. Circuit for calculation of conduction angle of thyristor.

   The circuit is based on the equeva!ent circuit of a three-phase induction motor

for the positive-phase-sequence component of exciting voltage with regard to the

¢ounter e. m. f. of the motor. In order to make the calculation more simple, the
L-type equivalent circuit of the three-phase induction motor is adopted. The conduc-

tion angle of thyristor is calculated as follows,

<First Period> O$otSP, from the time whenthe thyristor of positive direction

turns on until the time when it turns off.

   The fundamental diffential equations of the circuit in Fig. 5 are expressed,

            di2,1           L dt +Ri2,i+Vesin(tut+a--pe)==Vsin(tot+a) )

           Led-dt(ii, i-' i2, i) + Re (i" im i2, i) = v sin(wt + a) S . (8)

where i2,i and i2,i are the currents ii and i2 in Fig. 5 respectively during this period.

From these equations the currents ii,i and i2,i result in

                                            , Re           ii, i(t) = V(vR:t.2Lz{Sin(tut+a-ge) --sin(a-g,)e-iet}

                + VR2 t.2L2{Sin(tot+ ct -- 9) ･- sin(a-g)e-Z`})

                                                             R                +Vewh+ ,{Sin(tot+a-ge-p)-sin(a-g,-g)e-Z`}

                         -E, -!IL,,' ,                                                                      (9)
                +i2,i(o)(e L -e Le                                  )

                                                     R          i2, i(t) `= VvR21.,L,{sin(tut+a---g) -sin(a-g)e-Z`}

                                                             R                +Vefut2+.2L2{Sin(tot+a"Pe"p)-sin(a-g,rg)e-Z`}

                        -8, '
                +i2,i(O)e L
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          g=tan-iW-RL

        - ･epe== tan-itoRL,e.

<Second Period> P:-S{tot:-f{!x, frem the time when the thyristor of positive direction

turns off until the time when the thyristor of negative direction turns on.

   The current ii does not fiow during this period. Therefore the differential equa-

tion of the circuit in Fig. 5 is expressed as follows,

          (L+Le)dtd'2't 2+ (R+Re)i2, 2+Vesin(tut+a-pg) ==O (10)

where i2,2 is the current i2 during this period.

   Then i2,2 results in

          i2, 2(t) == rv(R+ R¥l)q2+.2 (L+L,)2{Sin(tot+ ct- epg -- SCf)

                 -sin(a+p-p,-gcrr)e-Ri'S:(t-g)}+i,,,(IIIm)e"RL"'£:(t-£) . ai)

                                                                   '
where
                                                        '          so'==tan-ituSiL++RL,e) ･ ,
   Rearrangihg Eqs. (9) and (11) by substituting the boundary ¢onditions of currents

expressed as Eqs. (12) and (13) into, -

          i1., 1({l) ==o                          l (,,)
          i,, ,(e,)-i,,,(g> 5 ''

and in steady state, , ' -                                                                       '                       '           i2, 2(-{IJ) =:i2, i(o), . a3)
    ultimately the relation among the firing angle a, the conduction angle P and slip

                                      '                                                       'sis given in Eq. (14). '
           i+sale-t-blRpLPe:ieleL+-.Rli/ile)P(p-.){Fi+i72ew5i+Ri)(P-rt)}=F2+F3 (i4)

where
           Fi == v' (R+R,)2TK+' -.2 (-L+L,)2{si"(a + B -"I gg 'L g')e'tu5i"Ri;SP+ sin (a -g, r go')}

           l72 == vR2 ii: .2L2(sln(a+P" g) -sin(a-g) e-ilLIP . ,

   . ･ -T"K{si"(ct+P-g-opa)-sin(a--g,'-p)e-en-RLP}) , , '

                                 ･ Re, ･   '' F3 =vRT'g!iiiTdii tt 2, {Si"(a+P-"; ge)-sin(a-p,)e-IiZt:i"}. ' .

                                                    '       '
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    The calculated

are shown in Fig.

+

                                     '
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 results of Eq. (14) and the measured values of conduction
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   '' 3. Theoretieal and Experimental Results
                                                              '    The theoretical characteristics of the three-phase induction motor on this unbal-

                                                                             'anced voltage control can be calculated 6y applying the symmetorical co-ordifiates

method and the equevalent circuit of the motor to the line frequency components vai,

vg,i.and vci obtained previously. , ,
    The theoretical and experimental results of primary current and torque are shown

in Fig. 7, where the source line-to-ne ,utral voitage is 50V-T3 volts and the firing angle

ais 75 degrees.. ･ ･                                                        .    The ratings of the tested three-phase wound-rotor induction motor are as follows,

    output : 2.2(KW), voltage : 220(V), current : 8.2(A), frequency: 60(Hz),

and the equevalent circuit constants are as follows,

 ,' "ri==OL986 (9), r2'=O,784 (9)l .' `riir'x6-1.51 (Q)

           go=O. O02 (as), bo F. O. 024 (s). .
    The difference between the experimental results and the theoretical ones noticed

in Fig. 7 is considered to be due to an error which is caused by assuming that the

counter e. rn. f. of the motor on this control is expressed as Eq. (1). Therefore, this

difference might be decreased if the counter e. m, f. is determined with higher
                         '                                                  '                                 tt taccuracy. ･

'
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                                     '      Characteristics of slip s v.s torque T and currents.

                                        '

               4. Conclution

      the characteristics of the three-phase induction motor whose

 controlled by thyristors tends to become hard to apply'in practice.

simplify the analysis, the approximate characteristics of the motor

  obtained by using the equivalent circuit of the motor, which'is

    analysis. The results calculated by this means are a¢curate
  application.
                                                          ,     have been left unsettled in this analysis is to determine the

      motor more accurately. This is the common problem on the

      primary voltage is controlled by chopping the source voltage,

    elsewhere. .
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